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PROSPECTUS.

•

This Institution, conducted by the Fathers of the
Society of Jesus, was opened for the reception of dayscholars on the 6th of September. 1886. It was incorporated by the ecretary of State, December 29, 1890,
conferring on the College the power of giving the
ordinary degrees.
The Course of Study is the Classical Course, com_
pleted in six years.
For pupils not sufficiently advanced to enter upon
the Classical Studies, a Class of Rudiments has been
added to the regular Course. Applicants for this class,
however, must be able to read, write, and spell creditably, and \n arithmetic they must know the four
operations with whole numbers, and common fractions.
As a knowledge of Drawing, Shorth::tncl, and Yocal
and Instrumental Music can not fail to be of importance
to some, these studies, too, are open to all students.
The object of the Classical Course is to give the
student a thorough, liberal education. It has been
found by long experience that this is the only Course
which harmoniously and fully develops all the faculties of the mind, exercises the memory, cultivates a
habit of reflecting, forms a correct taste, and teaches
the student the best use of his powers. This Course
prepares the student to excel in any pursuit, whether
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professional or commercial. The Course comprises
Christian Doctrine. the Latin, Greek, and English
languages; Rhetoric, Poetry, Elocution, and English
Literature; Mathematics. Physics, and Chemistry;
History and Geography; Bookkeeping and Penmanship.
The degree of A . B. is conferred on those students
who follow up the six years' Course of Classical and
Scientific Studies by an additional year's Course of
Mental Philosophy.
Owing to the great importance now attached to a
knowledge of German, every opportunity is ofiercd to
the students of perfecting themselves in this language .
The study of French is optional.
The Scholastic Year consists of one session, which
begins in the first week of September and ends in the
last week of June, when the Annual Commencement
and the Distribution of Premiums take place.
The session is divided into two terms, the first ending on the 31st of January and the econd in the Jaq
week of June .

•
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GENERAL REGULATIONS.

Admission . Every student who applies for admission must furnish testimonials of good moral character.
He will be examined and placed in that class for which
his previous attainments have qualified him .
Leaving the College. Parents who wish to withdraw their sons before the end of the session are
respectfully requested to give due notice of their intention to the Prefect of Discipline. il1any inconveniences
will thus be avoided and order secured. On leaving,
students should take their books, etc., with them, as
the College is not responsible for any articles left
behind.
Competition. Frequent written competitions take
place, the results of which determine the standing of
the student and the honors of the class . At stated
times, literary entertainments are given, and premium
cards awarded to such as have been distinguished for
good conduct, application, and proficiency.
Examinations. Class specimens are given from
time to time, and examinations are held at the end of
each term .
Promotions depend largely on the final examinations, but mainly on the standing in class during the
preceding year.
Boarders are not admitted. Respectable boarding·
hottses can be recommended by the College authorities
to students from the country.
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FEES AND EXPENSES.

Tuition per quarter, strictly payable

111

advance,

$!0.00.

For Library, etc., per quarter, -:'0.25.

.

I

EXTRA CllA RGES.

horthand per quarter. S1. z 5.
Drawing per quarter, S1.25.
Diploma, S5.00.
Books and Stationery are furnished by the College
at current prices.
Dinner can be provided daily at the College at
a moderate charge.
Damages to College property will be repaired at
the expense of the offender.
. B. -Bills will be sent in the beginning of each
quarter, viz.: In the beginning of September, in the
middle of November, in the beginning of February,
and in the middle of April.

/

SPECIAL ~EG ULA TIONS.

Home Study. Parents are expected to insist on
their sons' indispensable duty of home study. It is
utterly impossible to accomplish the work laid out for
each year, unless the students devote at least two or
three hours daily to private study at home .
Attendance. Punctual attendance is earnestly
recommended. Illness is, generally speaking, the
only excuse for staying away.
Parents are regularly informed of the non-attendance of their sons, who, in the case of ab ence, are
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invariably required to bring a note of excuse to the
Prefect of Discipline. If parents do not insist on
home study and punctual attendance, they need not
be astonished if their sons disappoint their expectations.
Religious Training. The Moral and Religious
Training of the scholars being the most important part
of education, the students are required to be present at
Mass every day, to make the Annual ·Retreat, and to
go to the Sacraments at least once a month.
Politeness. Along with the Moral anc1 ;,rental
Training, the Faculty lay great stress on the cleYelopment of the manners of perfect gentlemen . For faults
committed outside tlte premises, the officers of the College
are by no means responsible: should, however, any
serious charge be sufficiently proved, the guilty will
be punished according to the gravity of the offense.
Paternal Government. The rules arc enforced
with gentleness combined. with firmness, and punishment is resorted to only when motives of honor, selfrespect, and religion fail.
Reports. \¥eekly reports are given respecting the
students' conduct, application, attention, and deport·
ment; parents are requested to sign these reports and
to ee that they are returned to the College. At the
end of each term semi-annual reports will be sent to
the parents to inform them of their sons' proficiency
in the various branches.
School Hou rs . The College is open eYery morning at 7: oo o'clock sun time . Those who come before
the time of class should proceed- at once to the study
hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are
required to be present five minutes before 8: oo o'clock,
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at which hour the students hear Mass. Class begins at
8:30A.M., and continues to 12:00 'M:., and l: 15 to
3: 30 P. M. To excuse late arrival, be it on account
of great distance or what reason soever, special arrangements must be made with the Prefect of Discipline.
Holidays. Thursday is the weekly holiday. but
should there be an extraordinary holiday during the
week, classes may be continued as usual. Other holidays are all holy days of obligation, the national
holidays, Christmas vacation from December 24 to
January 2, and Easter vacation from \Vcdnesday in
Holy Week to Wednesday in Easter Week. ·
School will reopen 1 uesday, .'eptember z, at 8: oo
o'clock A. M.
It is highly important that all the students be
present on the day of reopening, as those who com e
late find it difficult to make up for lost time.
For further information, apply to
THE REv.

JOH~

-8 -
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FAC LT\'.
REV.
Presidetzl.

J

J.,

HN I. Z HM, S.

Professor of English iu Sophomore,
I a11d I I Arademic Classes.

REV . GODFREY J. SCHULTE, S.
J>refed of Studies.

J ..

Profess01· of Crel'k and J f isiOI:J'.

REV. SEBASTIAN HUBER, S. J.,
Prefect oj Disciplint•.

First Academic Class.

RE\· . I•' RANCIS J. HAGGENEY, S.
Professor of juuio1' Class.

J.,

Moderator of the Debating .C..,'ocicty.

J.,

REY. JOHN SPIRIG, S .
Professor of Sophomore Class.

RE':. JOI-L

B. KE, SEL, S.

J.,

Professor of Freshman Cl1,ss.

REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S.

J.,

Professor oj Physics and Chemistry- Curator of the Museum-Director
of the llfeteorological Obsermtory.

WILLIAM ENGELEN, S.

J. ,

Professor of Mathematics and History in the Collegiate D epart-ment.

REY. JOHN B. HEINEN, S. J. ,
Third Academic Class, Division . I .

RE\·. FREDERICK STRERATH, S.
Third Academic Class, Division B.

EDWIN WAIBEL , S.

J.,

Second '"' cademic Class, Division A.

J. ,

, T. Hr~ ATIUS COLLEC}E,
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1901 - 1902.

J.,

EBRICH, .'.

Sero11d. lcademic Class, Diuision B.

CHARLES ::viEYER,
Tt'acllcr of Mathematics.

.

J.,

Director of College Choir.

\T ALENTI1 E HO lU1ES, S. ]. ,
Preacademic Class

(

Ar THONY HOEHNE, S.
Assistant Preji:d and Teacher.

JOSEPH REICHEL, S.

J.,

. l ssislant Preji:d and li·arl1cr.

10·-

J.,
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
REV . ] ou

I.

ZAH~I, S.

J.,

President.

REV. M ATTHEW PETERS, S.

J.

REV. SEBASTIAN HUBER, S.

J.

REV. FRANCIS

J.

HAGGENEY, S.

REV . VICTOR SCHEPPACII,

-

II -

S.

J.

J.,

ecretar y.

ST. IG ATIUS COLLEGE.
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THE

O'CALLAG IAN SCHOLARSHIPS.
E. }I. O'CALLAGHA , Pastor of St. Colman's,
Cleveland,O., founded two scholarships for two boys
studying for the priesthood. The holders thereof will
be selected by the Pastor of St. Colman's.
REV.

THE

ST. ALOYS! S

CHOLARSHIPS.

These scholarships, five in number, were founded
by a friend of the College, who wishes his name to
remain unknown .

A scholarship consists in a donation of ~ r,ooo.oo. The annual
income of this capital, put out at interest, will cover the tuition of one
student for one year. Scholarships are applied to de ·erving students
only.
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ACI<NOWLEDC;MENTS.
The President and Faculty wish to express the-ir
grateful acknowledg:11ent to
RT. REv. lG:\'ATIUS F. HORST~l t\NN, D. D., Bishop
of Cleveland, for 1/arper's Jl1agaz £ne, Vols. r - 76; complete set of the Del ph in Classics ( 180 volumes); and
other valuable books.
REv. ALEXA ' I>ER BAU~1GARTNER, S.
volumes" History of World's Literature."

J.,

for two

::\lR. GUSTAV STOECKEL, for books.
The Secretary of the Interior, for volumes completing the Reports of the Census of r88o and r8go.
The U. S. Commissioner of Education, for Report
of 1900.
The Officials of the Bureaus and Commissions in
Washington and Columbus.
Grateful acknowledgments for various contributions to the College Museum are due to
REV.

E. \V.

J.

LINDES:\IITH,

for Indian and

Frontier Relics.
IR. GUSTAV STOECKEL, Cleveland, 0.
:1\IR. FRA

'K

TERWOORD,
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COURSES OF ST DY.
Preacadentlc C l ass .

.Christian Doctrine - The Sacraments.
Sacred History- The ew Testament. Practical Instructions.
Englz'slz - Etymology repeated. Select parts of Syntax.
Explanation, Repetition, Imitation of select
pieces of the Reader. Grammatical Exercises.
Spelling, Memorizing, and Declaiming. Easy
Compositions.
Lat£n- General knowledge of the Parts of Speech,
with the most obvious rules. \Vritten exercises.
Ar£tltmet£c- Fractions repeated . Compound Numbers.
Perccn tag e.
Geography - General Jotions. Eastern and Western
Hemispheres.
Pmnzanslz£p and Drawing.

-
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ACAD MIC COURSE.
R e q u i reut e nts f or Ac:lln iss i o n t o Aca d e ut ic De t~ ar lln e nt .

The students applying to enter the Third Academic Class are supposed to be well grounded especially
1n Elementary English and Arithmetic.
I.-E1 GLISII.

English Grammar: The common use of capi1.
tals; parts of speech; declension and conjugation;
classification of sentences; analysis of simple sentences.
Reading: One or more paragraphs, new to
2.
the candidate are to be read at sight; distinct articulation; accurate and ready pronunciation; perception of
the author's meaning, and oral production of the
passages read, will determine the candidate's proficiency.
3. Practical exercises, consisting in dictation and
reproduction of easy selections from standard authors.
4· Writing.
5. Spelling.
Il. -

ARITHMETIC.

Notation and numeration; fundamental operations: multiples, measures and factors; fractions,
common and decimal; denominate numbers and practical measurement ; ratio and proportion; simple
problems; percentage.
IlL-GEOGRAPHY .

The political divisions of each contin~nt, or great
division, with their capitals, chief cities, form of government and population, their industry- especially
of N orth America and of the United States.

-
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ACADEi\IIC DEP \RTMEJ\lT.
FIRST YEAR .
T hird Aca d e n tic.

Cltristiau Doctrine- Part I. Faith.
,
Latin-Grammar and Exercises. Etymology as far as
the Irregular Perfects and Supines. Daily Oral
and Written Exercises in Translating and Sentence· building.
Eng/is/t-Syntaxcomplete. Advanccdlessons .. Analysis of simple, complex, compound sentences; the
kinds, uses and classifications of phrases, clauses,
sentences.
Capitalization and
punctuation.
tructure of sentences. \Tariation of subject,
predicate, object; changes of person, participial
construction of phrases, clauses and sentences.
Changes from active into passive: enlargement,
contraction, expansion of sentences; correction
of faulty sentences. Letter writing; paraphrasing, reproduction of selections from standard
authors. Hints and general directions on composition. Select pieces read, explained, declaimed .
.Arit/zmetic- Review of Percentage with Practical Applications.
Algebra- The Four Fundamental Operations. Factoring.
Simple Equations.
Highest Common
Factqr. Lowest Common Multiple.
History
H istory of Greece.
Geograplzy- Western H emisphere. Detailed Geography of the United States.
Bookkeepi1zg.

-16-
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SE CO :'\U YEAR.
Second

Acadetnic.

Cltrist£a71 D octrine-Part II. The Commandments.
Latin - Grammar and Exercises.
Etymology complete. , 'yntax as far as the use of Dative Case.
epos: Four or five Generals read, reproduced,
and imilaled.
Creek
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Declensions.
Englz'slt - Analysis continued. Classes and construction
of the differe nt parts of speech. Correction of
faulty sentences. General exercises in variety
of expressions; discriminating between ordinary
synonyms. Composition: Paragraphing; principles and practice of narrative; simple and
complex narration; simple description of scenery, etc. Select pieces read, explained, declaimed.
Algebra - Fractions. Simultaneous Equations.
Inequalities. Involution. Evolution. Theory of
Exponents. Radicals.
HistorJ' - History of Rome.
Ceograp!ty - Eastern Hemisphere.

TIIIRD YEAR.
F irs t Acad etn.ic.

C!tr£stiau Doctrine- Part Ill. The Means of Grace.
Latin- Grammar and Exercises as far as Subjunctive
with Conjunctions. C::esar: De Bello Gallico
explained in Latin, translated, reproduced, and
imitated. Latin Conversation.
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Greek-Grammar and Exercises as far as the Verbs
in mi.
Englislt - Composition and Rhetoric. (Cop pen , Books
I., II.) Qualities of style: purity, propriety,
prectswn. Figures of speech. Rules for construction of sentences: clearness, cmpha is,
unity, force, euphony.
Original descriptions and narrations.
Reading: Irving's '' Sketch Book"; Longfellow's "Evangeline"; "The Rime of the
Ancient 1vlariner. "
Matlwnatics - Algebra: Quadratic Equations. Geometry: Rectilinear Figures. The Circle. Theory
of Proportion. Similar Polygons.
History- Teutonic Invasions and Settlements. Political History from the 1igration of ations to
the close of the Middle Ages. Church and State.
The Crusades. The Islam. Character of the
Period .

-T~-
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COLLEGIATE l)EPART.\IE:\1.
FOURTI! YEAR.
J-;'r e:s ltutan.

Hutn a uiti cs .

L::1,idcnces of Rc1z:~io11

(vVilmers' Handbook, Part III.)
Christian 1Joral.
Grammar and Exercises complete. Latin
l.ati11
Prosody. Selections from 'icero, Li\·y, o,,id's
::'-Ictam explained in Latin; translated. Latin
Conversation. Translations from English into
Latin. Original Composition.
(~ram mar and Exercises: Yerbs in llli: IrreguGreek
lar Verbs: Syntax as far as Prepositions. Xenophon: Selections from ~\nabasis explained in
Latin; translated into Latin and E:1g-lish.
(Coppens, Books III., n·. ) Style in literary
Eng/lslt
composition: beauty, sublimity, \\·it, humor,
taste. Varieties, ornament and improvement
of style.
Advanced composition: essays, dialogues, outlines.
Reading: ::.racaulay's '' Essay on Addison, ''
Shakespeare's ":\1erchanl of \'cni ce," Scott's
" Lady of the Lake."
A!atltclllatz.cs - Geometry: Areas of Polygons. Regular
Polygons. Measurement of the Circle. Lines
and Planes in Space. Polyedrons. Cylinder,
Cone, Sphere; their ~1easurement.
History - Causes of the Protestant ReYolntion . Protestan t Revolutions in Germany, England, and
Scotland; and Catholic Revival. P olitical History of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
centuries.
-
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FIFTII \'EAR.
SO J>h O nt Ore .

{Poe t ry. )

Part I. )
Apologetics: Existence of God.
Immortality
of the oul. Religion. Revelation. Christian
Re\'elation. The Church, its institution, contitution, ma rks, teaching office.
Latin - Ars Rh etorica, lib. III.
Latin Grammar
re\'i~ed. Cicero in Catilinam I., III. , IV. Orati ons. Selections from Vergil's h:neid and
(~eorg i cs . Latin E ssays and Latin Explanation
of Latin a nd Greek Authors.
Creek- (~ram mar and Exercises: Syntax complete.
Selections from Plato's Apologia and Homer's
Odyssey.
Englz'slt-(Co ppens , Books \~., VI. )
History and
nature of versification . Structure of verse.
The nature of poetry. Poetic diction. Variety
of poetry.
History of English Literature from the beginning of the seventeenth century.
Composition, essays, original poems, translation of Vergil and Homer into English verse .
R eading: Macaulay's" Es ay on Milton," Milton'8" Paradise Lost," Shakespeare's" Hamlet."
Mathematics - Logarithms, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.
Natural Pltz'losoplty - General Physics:
Introduction - general ideas, universal propertics, universal forces, axioms.
Mechanic -o f solid bodies, hydromechanics,
aeromechanics.
J.:."videnccs of Religion - ( Wilm crs' Hand book,

-20 -
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::.Iolecular Physics:
Simple harmonic motion. Theory of W aves.
Sound. Optics. Heat. Electricity and ~1ag
netism.
Hz'story - Causes of the Revolutions of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The French Revohis success and failure.
.l apoleon,
lution.
Political history of the nineteenth century .
. ·IXTJI YE.\R.
Junior.- Rhetoric.

(\Vilmers' Handbook. Part II. )
Evzdmas of Religion
God . Creator. Redeemer. (~race and 1vfeans
of Crace.
Ars Rhetorica, lib. I., II. :.\Iodels from
Rlu:toric
Cicero, Demosthenes, Burke, Pitt, Fox, \Vebster,
and Junius' Letters. Exercises in speaking,
composing, and in criticism .
Latz'n- Cicero's pro Lege :.\1anilia, pro :.\Iilone, pro
Ligario. H orace: Selections from Odes, Satires,
Epistles. Ars Poetica. Original Compositions
and Translations. Latin Explanation of Latin
and (~reek Authors.
Greek- Demosthenes' Olynthiacs; Sophocles' Antigone; Selections from H omer's Iliad.
Eng!islt Lz'terature - The Early Period of English Literature. Chaucer's "Prologue to the Canterbury
Tales." Spencer's "Fairy Queen." Shakespeare
and his contemporaries. American Literature.
Specimens of British and American Orators.
Original Compositions, Oratorical and Poetical.
Essays in Criti cism .
-
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Achanccd "\ lgebra: Theory of Vuadratic
Equations.
Indeterminate Equations.
Progressions. Variation. .Binomial Theorem, etc.
Plane Analytic Ceometry.
Nrrt11rrrl Pln losof'll)'
Chemistry:
Introduction- Chemical Changes, Chemistry
of the r\ir, of \Vater, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Hydrogen and their compounds.
Combining ·w eightsAcids, Ba.~es, :c\"cutralization, SalLs.
Atomic Theory, Atomic and Molccular \ Veights,
Valence.
Classification of ElementsChemistry of Special FamiliesFamiliar C mpounds of Carbon.
Spectrum Analysis .
History - American \ \' ar of I nclependence. Unit eel
States· II is tory lo 186 1. The Ci Yil ·war. Latest
History of the United States.
Selected Periods of (;eneral Hi s lory.
JlfrrtlumrrtitJ

SEVENTH

YEAR.

senior.

Jlllcntal PlulosopiLy- Logic.

(~eneral and Special Meta-

phy ics.
Jliorrrl Pltzlosoplty- Ethics and Natural Law.
ll-fatltcmrrtics- Solid Analytic Geometry. Elements of

Differential and Integral Calculus.
Astronomy.
P o/z'tical Economy .
Zoology, Botany, J.lfineralogy, Pll)'sz'olog)'·
General Literal 1trc and .dis!!tctz'cs.

Post-Graduate course.

Et!tics and Political Economy continued.
-22-
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SOCIETIES.
SODALITY OF THE ANNUNCIATION OF THE B. V. MARY.

rl he Sodality has been established since Feb. 2, r89r.
Its object is to foster i n the minds of the students an
earnest r eligious spirit, and especially a tender devotion
to the Mother of God.
Director.

First Tenn.

REv.

JOH

J

I. ZAIHI, S.

J.

Secoud Ttr m.

RE\' . FRA CIS ]. HAGGENEY, S. ].
Officers.

Secoud Term .

First Ttrm.
P u ject.

J OS EPH E. i-IAERDER.

FRANC IS J. F!ESJNCER.

Assistau/s.

J.

FIESI::\GER.

J OSEPII E. ::-IAERDER.

FRANC!.'

Jon '

JOHN ;_fERI CKEL.

11ERT C KEL.

ecretary.
BERNARD

J.

BER:\ARD

PATTON.

J.

PATTON.

C.

KRA~lER.

Trcasure1·.
EDWARD

C.

EDWARD

'KRAMER.

-
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Con.wll£'rs .
j.\~I ES

Cu \DllNS.
J o rr:\ T. K.\ \\' ·zYNSKI.

vVrLu AM N As II.
HUBERT

C. LEBLO:"'D.

LA:-IC:.

RA VM0:>1D TR.\ Y~OR.

HER;\!.\:\

EDWARD BURKE.

~1.\J{T!:-,' .JfcCr\RTI!Y.

J0

JO l!:\

EPII SCIILLTZ.

0

TIIO\L\S KIRB\'.

TllO;\fAS KrRB\' .
PETER

C .\SEY

PETER

Cox.

Cox.

FR.\.'\K ~hERDER .

J U...,TI:\ \\'.

Co:\K.r·: v.

Sacristans.
JOH:>1 CASE\'.

PETER FElT.

JA;\fES BVRXE .

J.\~fi~ S 13\'IC\E.

Organist.
HE:\R\'

J.

SCIDIE.'\K.

ST.

IGNATIUS COLLEGE . 1901- 1902.

ST. JOHN BERCHMAN'S ALTAR SOCIETY.

Moderator,

X . XEBRlCII, S.

. FRANCIS

J.

Officers .

President, .

IlUBERT

Vice- Presidmt,

.

c. LEBLO;\U.

..ALBERT ).lM;,\T.

.

JOGUES DEBATING SOCI ET Y.

Moderator, .
Office r s .

Firs/ Term.

Saond Tcrllt.
President.

FRA CIS

J.

FIESI~GER.

E [)\\'.\]{I)

...-\.

H. E I L L \'.

Vice-Preszdcnt.
F. G.\ 1{\"E\" .

ED\\"ARD

j O H N MERICKEL.

SecrctarJ' ·
]Oil~]. ).1.\;-;;-;r~c.;.

WILLIAM NASH.

Treasurer.
H UBERT C. LEBLO~D .

vVI LLIA:'>I -::-\ASH .

Committee on Excrc£ses.
J OSEPli E. ).lAERDER.

FHA~K ]. FrE. · r~t;t:R.

EDWARD C . KRAMER.

CARL

MORTIMER F . MEHLING .

RICHARD J. LA:'>IB.

J AMES

A.

TH OMA

C UMMINS .

J.

P.

J A:'I-IES

BELLE.

A.

CU:'>I MI~S .

E:'>IIL SCIIAIDER.

O'RE I LLY .

-
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COLLEGE CECILIA CHOIR.

The object of the choir is to afford the students an
opportunity of acquiring a musical culture, to increase
the solemnity of Divine Service, and to enhance the
splendor of the ,·arious festivals incident to college life.
Director, . . . . . . .

.

. . CIIARLES MEYEI{,
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190 1

CArr LOGUE OF STUI)E TS.
A R T I I l. R ' G IU :\ T

CO:\KEV, jUST!:\\\·.

BAR SA, jE RRY

CON R\' , EDWARD

BARTE L\lE , j OSE I' II

Cox,

BECKA. jOll:\'

CUMMINS, jA:\!ES

BELLE , CJI ,\RLE S

DALEY, jA:\IES

BENNIN GER , CIIARLE~

DEERING, LAWRE NCE

BI SGROVE , ARTIIUR

DEGRIES, EDWARD

BOETTCHER , CHARLES

DEMPSEY , EDWARD

PETER

B.

F.
A.

T.

DE?I!PSEY, HARRY

J.

BRADY, RAV:\10.'\1 >

DE:\ll 'SE \', j OSEPH

C.

BRASSELL, \VJLLIA:\1

DLU CZY::\'SK I, FRANK

BRAD\', j O II.'\

A.

BREN:\'A:\ , GEORC;E

D u 'K, FRA:\K

BRU C KER , jOSEPII

Du 'N, jAMES

BuERMA:\' ', GEORGE

DVAS, CHARLES

BuRKE .
BY R 'E,

ED''"'' RD
j A :'II E~ A.

j.

E :\H G' j 0 II f\
E scn, WI LLlA:\J

BYRNES , \YILLT.\'.1

FASSNAC HT, EDWARD

CAIIILL, ED\\.,\1-I.D

FEIT, PETER P .

CALLAIL\:\', CLIFFORD

FTESINGER, FRANK

CARRABI.'\ E, j O II.'\

FISII, STILLMA.'\

CASEY, j O II.'\ b.

FI.YNr , GEORGE

CIEGOTURA, A.'\TII O:\' \'

FRA ER,

COLE,

j

A:\1ES

C.

J.

F.

JA:\IES

FREY, WILLIA:\1

Cou; A:--:, j .\:.IES

GARVEY, EDWARD

COLLINS, :'\ElL

GEDEO.'\, J O II:\'
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F.

C.

ST. IG~ATIUS COLLEGE,

Gr BBO:"S, RJCIIARD
GIEL, FRA:\K

1901- 1902.

KIRBY, T ' Il0;\1:\S A.

P.

v.

KLAFCZVNSKT, PO~IAi\'

GRABE:\STETTER, ALBERT

l'LEI:\', ]A:\IES

GREIF, ALOYSIUS

Koon, (~EORGE L.

GREIF, CHARLES

KrnL, CYRIL

GRIBBE:'\1, ED\V:\1'1)

Kl{A~lER, ED\\"ARD

(~ROSSER, JA \' J.

KREJI, CYRIL

H.\GGERTY, \VrLLIAi\1 F.

LA~fll, RICHARD

H.\~fM, ER?\'EST C.

L .\;'\(;, IIEIDIA:"\

HA~l;I!ER, LEO

LEBLOND, HUBERT C.

0.

c.

J.

HA:\LEY, JA~lES

Lr;-.;G, BE\'_1.\\tT:\'

HARRL\'GTON, GEORGE

LUKA S, ALBERT

HART:'I1AN?\', ]OSEI'll

LL Cli, ]OliN

HAU CK, CHARLES

21IcCARTll\', ::.IARTIN

HE:\ZY, PATRICK

:\lcl)Oi\' OUca r, TDIOT!lY

<

HETWLD, AlU[lN

:\l cGOVERN, HUGH

HoG.\:\, FRANK

21I cGUSHIN, ].\\IE.·

Il OY:\'ES , JOliN F.

::.rcH,\LE, J.urEs

HURD, J ov

21IcKEAR:\'E\', \\•ILLIAl\1

]AKSI, FRA:\'K

21ICKEl\':\EY , PATRICK

JINDRA, A.

W.

P.

21IAERDER, FIUXK

KAWCZY:\'SKI, J OI!;\1 T.

21L\ERDER, JOSEPil E.

KEIPER, ALFRED

211ALECKI, \·rxcENT F.

KENNEOV, ]OII

211Al'\G, \VILLLDI

KENNEDY, THOMAS

::.IAKXING, J 0 f-IN J.

KILROY, EDWARD

21lA:'\NING, THO:\IAS

KILROY, ]OliN

211ASAT, ALBERT

KILROY, Tl!O:'IIAS F.

":\IA Y. FR.\XK

-2~ -

J.

L.

ST.

IGXATIUS COLLEGE,

1EEIIA1\, JOHN

T.

19or - r9o2.

ROSE:-.'BERG, PERC\'

iEHLl~G . ::\10RTl.\lER F.

M ERICKEL, JOII!\

ROSING, BERNARD

L.

CIIAIDER , EMIL

lEVER , PETER

SCIILITZ, J OSEPJJ

L.

11INARICK, FRA:\K

SClll\1E?\K, HENRY J.

MOONEY, EDGAR J.

SCHMOLDT, RAYMO" D

MRAZ, GEORCE

ScHOLz, OTTO

MULLl(.;A ', THO?IIAS P.

SCURAFF, FRANK A.

MUJ{Pil\' , ~IURLA. J.

SciiwERER, vVALTER

MUTII , WILLlA.\1

F.

SCULLIN, JAMES A.

NAEGELE, J OSE PIT

SEIBEL, FRANK

NASII, WILLIA::\1

SEXTO ' FRA 'K
SHEPARD, FRA!\K

EARV' ED\\'ARD

KONIECZKA, JULIA!\

NORTO , EUGE 'E
O'BRIEN, CHARLES

SMITH, J OH

O'BRIEN, J OH:\" J.

Sl\1ITH, ROBERT

O'~IALLEV, CLIARLES R.

SMOLIK, STANISLAS

O'REILI.V , THOMAS J.

SPANOW. KI, J O EPH

PATTON, BER:\"ARD

SPITZIG, EDWARD

PAWLAK , FRANK

SPITZIG. JOSEPH

POTTS, JOI-IX ].

SPrTzrc, Lours B.

PREU

T

J.

0.

ROKA, JOH r

ER, ALB.\1\

QU!l\LA:L\, EDWARD

STANTON, FRA K J

QUI!\' ', JAMES

STEWART, RO BERT \V.

QUI!\N, JO. EPI-I

STUBER, FRA K

REIDY, LO UL C.

SZEMPLACI-IOWSKI, JOS. F.

REILLY, EDWARD
RILEY , MICHAEL

A.

SzczERBACKI, JoHN
TEKNIPP, FRAKK

ST.

IG~ATH.IS

TEPAS, ALBERT

TRAC\', JOII:\'

1901

\\.A RV, RoBERT

H.

TER\VOORD, FR .\:\K

COLLEGE,

A.

J.

1902.

P.

\VE:\ DELKE'\, \VALTER
WE:\Z, JA;\lES

\VILK UT.\ETlS, \VILLIAM

TRAIXOR, JOSEPII
TRAY:\ OR, RAYi\10:\IJ

vV OLFRA :If , J OSEP II

\VA C liS;\L\;\1 . ' ER\\'1:\

\YOLTER S, HE:\R\"

\V ,\LIJEISEN, JOliN

.I.:E:\'K ERT, CIL\J{LES

L.

\VALINSKI, ~I C IIOLAS
\VALKO\VI.\K, FRAJ\'1-:

J.

ZOULEK, J O I!N
ZL'RLINI>El\,
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Acted by II Academic A, on December

1902 .

21 , 1901 .

SEPULCHRUM CONSCIENTIAE .
DRA?.IATJS PERS0:\.1::.
Chronus, pracses tcmporum

c;EORGE BuEtotAX:'i .

Corpus, parens rebellium .

LA\\ REXCE DEER!:"<;.

Aesophagus, appclilus concupiscibilis . .

. :"\ tm . Cot.Ltxs.
. j (JIIX

Audifax, appelitus irascibili"
1..:11. \\' IX

Phanlasius, imaginatio

POTTS.

\\' ACIIS)1AXN .

. FRA~K STt ' tmR.

Ophtalmus . . . . . .
A uritus .

. LEIII S RF.IU\'.

Gulaphus

TIIO)IAS ].;:IRBY.

1

.j

asutus .

DIES QL:t:--1:\.

j ,"IF.S \\'ENZ.

Tangulus

-
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H~l\ATICS
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190 1- t9o2.

By the Jog ues Debating Society of S t. Ignatius College .
Respectfully dedicated to the Rt. Re\·. lgnatius F. Horstmann, D. D.,
Bi~hop of Cleveland, on the eve of his name-day.
January 3L I<JU2 .

PROGRAM.
I.

F<:stival )larch .
Piano:
Yiolin:

. J>. Pie/.
HE ' RY ScuM& 'K, ARMIN IlEROLO.
PERC\' RosE:o.-BERG, R ,\YMONO BRADY.

2.

Introductory Address

3·

Debate . . .
R esolved, That the ::\e\1' Zealand Conci liation and Arbitration Ad
be adopted in the State of Ohio.

By the

CrrAIR~IAN.

Chairman: lVloRTDIER F. i\lEHI.I:o.-G .
First Affirmative, F RA 'K J. FI F.SINGER.
First ::\egativc, EnwARD C. KRAMER.
Second Affirmative, RI CHARD J. LAMB.
Second Xegative, BERNARD J. PATTON .
.J.

At the \Voodlancl Spring .

. E ..f. Biederma1l1l .

FR.·\~1'- 'I'EK:SIPI' .

5·

R ebuttal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.

Violin Solo- Traeumerei . . .
RAniOXD BRAOY.

J udge~:

Sclmma1l11.

R ev. \Yilliam i\fc :\fahon, Chairman; Re,·. J oseph M. Koudelka,
Re,· . F rancis T . )loran; H on. Michael P. Mooney, Attorney;
H on. Joseph IT . \ Venneman, Attorney.

- 3 2 ·-

COLLEGE,

ST. IGNATIG

CSounf
DRA:'-[A

1N

190 1 1902.

?3if~nc.
THREE ACTS.

Monday, nay 26 ,

l>RA:'>IATIS

1902.

PERS0:'\.1~.

J. PATTON.

Count \'ilclac's Father, a Prisoner . . . . . . . .

B~: RNAIW

Count Vildac, Lord of Avosta
Alonzo, his Son . • . . . .
Carlos, Alonzo's Friend . . .
Ricardo, Vildac's Steward . .

FRANCI S J. FIF.SINGER.
. . EDWARD KR •IMER.
. EDII

Fidelis, old Count's .Attenclanl .

. illORTI\IER

lag'), a Sergeant . . .
Lozo, a Pcasanl . . .
Ferrario, a Blacksmith
Lucio, his on . .
Antonio, Lucio's Brother . .
Aleck }
Hassan

Gvp~ies

·
rst Apprentice
:md Apprentice

ARD A.

. RIC'IIARD

.

R~:ll.LY.

J.

LA~IIl.

J. ) f EHI.ING.

.

. . \\-ILLIA~I ~ASII .

•

.

. J AMES CUMM!i\'S.

EDWARD FASSNAC II "I .

. . . . . JosEPH ScHUTZ.
CARL DYAS.

I TIIO M.IS J. O'REILLY.
I WJI.LIA~1 MAN(; .

. . . . . . .

.

.

33

RICHARD (~ll!llONS.

:'>l ARTJN

McC.1wmv.

.'T .

l( ~l'\ATI"C"S

COLLEGE,

190 1- t9o2.

'!)eba.fe on ~·rhifrafion.
By the Jog ues Debating Society of St. Ignatius College.
Respectfully dedicated to the Rt. Re,·. Ignatius F. Horstmann, U. D.,
Bishop of Clc,·elancl, on the e\·e of his name-day.
January 31, I<J02.

PROGRAM.
I.

2.

3·

Festival

. J>. Piel.

~larch

.
Piano:
\'iolin:

HENRY ScmrKNK, A R~l! • HE ROLD .
PERCY RosE:-iBERG, RAYMo;o;n BRADY.

I ntroductory Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
By the CHAIR~!.' •.
Debate .

•

•

• • • • • •

•

••

•

••

• • • •

••

0

R esolved, That the:\' e\\' Zealand Conciliation and Arbitration Act
be adopted in the State of Ohio.
Chairman: 11oRTD IER F. ME!! !.lNG.
Fi rst Affirmative, FRANK J. Fr~:siNGER.
Fi rst ::\egative, EDWARD C. K KA~tER.
Second Affirmative, RI CHARD J. LAM B.
Second ::\egative, BERNARD J. P ATTON .
.f.

At the Woodland Spring . .

. E . .f. Biedermamz.

fR .\:O.K TEK1'11'1 ' .

5·
6.

R ebuttal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Violin Solo- Traeu m erei . . .
R AntO:-iD B RADY .

Sc!mman11.

Judges: R eY. William ~f e M ahon, Chairman: R ev. Joseph M. Koudelka ,
Re,·. Francis T. :'>loran; Bon. Michael P. Moo ney, Atto rn ey;
B on . Joseph If. \Yenneman, Attorney.

-32--

ST. I Gr ATIU

DRA~IA

COLLEGE, rqor

IN

TIIREE

Monday, flay 26 ,

1902.

ACTS.

190 2.

DRA}.IATIS PERS0:\.1':.
Count Vilclac's Father, a Prisoner .
Count Vilclac, Lord of Avesta
Alonzo, his Son . • . . . .
Carlos, Alonzo's Friend . . .
Ricardo, Vildac·s Stewm·d . .

J.

J-h:HNAIW
FRANCIS

J.

PATTON.

Flf:SINGER.

. EDWARD KRAMER.

. Eo\\ AHD A.

Fidelis, old Count's Attendant .
Iagn, a Sergeant . . . .
Lo7.0, a Peasant . . . .
Ferrario, a Blacksmith .
Lucio, his Son . .
.Antonio, Lucio's Brother .
Aleck } Gypsies . . . . . . .
ll assan
rst A pprentice
2nd Apprentice

-33 -

. J\lORTI \IJ.:R

J.

R~:ll.l.Y.

J.

. RICIIARD

.

LA~IIl .

~hiiLJN(;.

. . \ \ .JLl.IAM ~.\SIJ.

.

.

.

. ] Mil'S Cu~HIIr\S.

EDWARD FASS:-IACII r.

. JOSEPII
...

SCHLITZ.

CARL DYAS .

\ Tuo~us J. O'Ruu.v.
( WILJ.IA~! MA '(;.
.

RICHARD GmBONS.

~l ART I N M cC.\RTIIY.

T. I GNATIUS COLLEGE, 19or - r902.

nonday, June 2 J , ' 9 02 .

PROGRAM.
A II UNDRED YEA R .

O F STATE IT O IJ .

A Century of Progress, Oration . . . . . . . . . FRAI\TI S ]. FlESINGEK .
(O hio in 1802 and 1902.)
Days of Sorrow and Days of J oy,

ration . . . . :

R! CH .\RO

Gra tit ude-Ohio and the U nion, Oration . . . . ED\\'ARI>

0-

J. L ,DJI:.

c. KRAMER.

Conferring of Diplomas . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A ddress to t he G radua tes . . . . . . . . . . . R EI'.
Award of P rizes . . .
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

• • •

A scled mu ical program.

-

34-

J.

T. O'Co1\NEI..L.

CLAS
JOHN J.
EIJWA~D

)lA ' NINC.

C. KRA)IER.

MOR 'l' I MER E. MEHLING.
FRANK J. FIESINGER.

BERN ARD J. PATTON.
ED\\'AR!l A. REII.I.Y.

OF 1902.
RI CII ARD J. I.A)!Il .
TIIO)IAS F. KILROY.

JOSEPH E. )!AER11ER.
C H ARLES P. HEL LE.

,J

I GNAT IUS COL LEGE, 190 1- I9oz.

CERTIFICATES.
Certificates for completing the Course of
were awarded t o the following students :

CARL P.

B~LL~,

FRA rcr J. FIE ' INGgR,
THOMA ' F. KILROY,
~D WARD

C. KRAMER,

RICHARD J. LA:MB,
JOSEPH E. MAERDER,
JOHN J. MA NING,
MORTIMER F. [EBLING,
BERNARD J. PATTON ,

EDWARD A. REILLY.

-

35 -

tudies

ST. IGNATIG

COLLEGE,

1901

1902.

DISTRIBVTION OF PRIZES.
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.
J u nior.- Class of R h etoric.

GOLD :MEDAL

awarclecl to. FRA CIS J. FlESlNGER .

Presented by RT. HH. ::.IcR . FELIX ;,1. BOFI', Y. C.
First Premium

.

Saoud Prcm ium .

. EDWARD C. KRA1IER.

. . . . RICIIA RD
DISTI;\'GUISIIED I

J.

LA.t\113.

:

EVIDENCES OF RELIGION . Joseph-E. 1Iacrdcr,
:Mortimer F. 1Ieb ling,
Edward A. Reilly.
. Joseph E. Macrcler,
LATI
11ortimer F. Mehling.
.
:tviortimer
F. 1\lehling.
GREEK,
. J osepb E. nlacrder,
ENGLISH.
Mortimer F. Mehling .
:Y1A T H Ei\fA TICS
. Thomas F. Kilroy.
HISTORY . . . .
. Thomas F. Kilroy,
;,rortimer F. i11ehling,
Joseph E. 1\faerder,
Edward A . Reilly .
CHEMI~TRY . . . . . . . . Mortimer F . Mebling,
Thomas F. Kilroy.
- - 36 -

.

ST. IG ATIUS COLLEGE.

190 1

1902.

SOJJhotuore .-(Ci ass of Poe try . 1

GOLD

awarded to . THO:JIAS]. O'REILLY.
Presented by a FRiEND OF TilE COLLEGE.

::.11~ D\L

First Premium .
Second Premium
T!tird Premium

. \VILLIA?I1 NASH .
. H UI3ERT C. LEBLO D .
. JOHN T. KAWCZYNSKI.
ll!STI:\GUISJJED

1:\':

EYIDENCES OF RELIGION . James Cummins,
Ed,vard Fassnacht,
Emil Schaider,
Frank Tcrwoord .
LATI~ . . . . . . . . . . . Albert f.Iasat,
John Ktlroy,
Edward Fassnacht,
Edward Garvey .
. Albert 1\Iasat,
GREEK . . . . . . . . .
Ed ward Fassnacht,
John Kilroy,
Ed ward Garvey .
Edward Garvey.
E. GLISH.
John Kilroy,
MATHEMATICS
Thomas :Jiulligan.
Eugene Norton,
H ISTORY . .
Ed ward Fassnacht.
CHE:JIISTRY . . . . . . . . William \Vilkutaetis,
J ames C'umm ins,
L eo H ammer.
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ST. IGNATll:S COLLEGE,

190 1

1902 .

Fresluuan.-( t.:lass of Hutuauities. )

GOLD :-l EDAL awarded to . RA Y:\lOX J) T RA YXOR.
Presented by REV. CASDIIR REICIILI:\ .
CEORC~E

First Premium .

.

Second Premium

. HERMAN LANG.

KOOB.

T>ISTii\GUISIIED Ii\:

E\'IDE CE OF H.ELIGION . Edward pitzig,
\ 'incent Malecki.
Peter Meyer.
GREEK . . . . .
Albert TePas.
:\IATHEfiiATICS

I
"'

ST. IG

ATlUS COLLEGE,

1901

1902.

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
F irs t A c a d e ntic.

GOLD

aw.1rded to . . . JOSEPH SCHUTZ.
Presented by REV. NICIIOLAS PFEIL.

:-IEDAL

'McCARTHY .
. ~1ARTI
. EDWARD CONRY.
. JOliN CASEY .
. LOUIS SPITZIG.

First Premium .
Second Premium
Tltird Premium .
Fourtlt Premz'lt11l

DISTINCUTSJIED

IN:

. . Richard Gibbons,
Joy Hurd,
Charles Dyas,
Albert Lukas.
LA TIN . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Gibbons,
Joy Hurd,
Charles Dyas,
Charles Zenkert,
William Byrnes.

CHRISTIAN DOCTRI1 E

GREEK . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Dyas,
Joy Hurd,
R ichard Gibbons,
·w illiam Byrnes,
Charles Zenkert.
E

G LISH . . . . . . . . . . Richard Gibbons,
Charles Dyas,
Joy Hurd .
-39-

ST . IGNATIGS COLLEGE.

1901

1902 .

. Richard Gibbons,
Charle Dyas,
Charles Zenkert.
Joy Hurd.
HISTORY . . . . . . . . . Charles Dyas,
Joy Hurd,
Richard c;ibbons,
"William Haggerty,
Charles Zcnkcrt.
GEOMETR_Y

Second Acadentic.
Oivl•ion A.

GOLD

awarded to . . . . TH011AS KIRBY.
Presented by a FRIE:\D OF TilE CoLLE(.;E.
:YIEDAL

First Premium .
Suond Premium

. FRA JK STUBER.
. ER WI1\ WACHS 1A l i\.
DISTI:\(;UISIIED I!\:

CIIRI. "l'IAX DOCT'RIXE . . Joseph Train\)r,
James \V cnz.
Robert Ward,
James Quinn.
LATJX . . . . . . . . . . Lewis Reidy,
Robert Ward,
George Buermann,
John Brady.
GREEK . . . . . . . . . . . John Brady,
George Buermann,
James Wenz,
Lewis Reidy.
-40-

•

'T . IG JATIUS COLLEGE,

1901

1902.

EXGLlSII . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Trainor,
Robert Ward,
John Brady,
Xcil Collins.
ALGEBRA
. Joseph Trainor,
John Brady,
John Meehan,
Joseph Spanowski.
HISTORY . . . . . . . . . . James Wenz,
James Quinn,
John Brady,
Joseph ~ aegele.
T

S e cond Aca d e uti c .

Di vision B .

GOLll

::.IEDA r. awarded to . . . . . PETER F. COX.
Presented by REV. ALOYSIUS PFEIL, . J.

Fin I Pr on i11111

IIARI<Y DE::.IPSEY.

Second Prc111i11711 .

FRAXK }.fiX ARIK.

Tltird Prc111 ll/711 .

FRAXK HOGAX.
DISTI:\CU!.'l!ED

CHRISTI AX

DOCTRI~

-

I~:

E . . Edward Cahill,
James Byrne,
Peter Feit,
Thomas Manning,
R oman Klafczynski
Frank May.

4 1-

sT. rG JATI

Ts

coLLEGE,

1901

1902.

LATI:\ . . . . . . . . . . . William ~1cKearney,
William Brassell,
Frank Sexton,
Edward

ahill,

Thomas :Manning,
Charles o·Bricn.
Frank Sexton,

GREEK . . . . . .

Edward Cahill,
William 11cKearney,
Frank May.
E~GLI H . . . . . . . . . . Charles o·Brien,

Thomas Manning,
William Brassell,
William 11cKearney,
Edward Cahill.
Edward Cahill,

ALGEBRA

Thomas 11anning,
Peter Feit.
HISTORY . . . . . . . . . . James Byrne,
Peter Feit,
Ed ward Cahill,
·w illiam McKearney,
Thomas Manning,
Frank May.
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ST. IG:-\ATJUS COLLEGE,

1901

1902.

T hi r d ,, cad e uai c .
Oi vi.s io n A.

G-OLD MEDAL awarded to . . . JUSTIN CO 1-:EY.
Presented by Ho::-.1. F. V . FAULJJABER .
First Premium .
Second Premium .
Tltird Premium .
Fourtlt Premium

.
.
.
.

EDGAR ZURLI:-\DEX.
JOSEPH BARTEL~1E.
ALBA:-\ PREUSSER.
WILLIAM MUTH.

DlSTJJI>(;U lSilED

I~:

CHRISTIAX DOCTRIXE . . John Lynch,
Benjamin Ling,
Michael Riley,
Stanislas Smolik,
Jeremiah Barsa,
Walter ·w endel ken.
LATI:-.J . . . . . . . . . .
tanislas Smolik,
G-eorge M raz,
1lichael Riley,
John Becka,
·walter Wendelken .
E:'-JGLISH . . . . . . . . . . Benjamin Ling,
John Lynch,
·w alter Wendelken,
Michael Riley .
. John Lynch,
A l<IT H1!JET I C . .
1Iichael R iley,
George 1\Iraz.
Stanislas Smolik,
John Gedeon .
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. . . . . .. . John Lynch,
-:.Iichael Riley,
George 1[raz,
Stanislas Smolik,
\Valtcr \Vendelken .
. 1fichael Riley,
HISTORY . . . . . .
Benjamin Ling,
John Lynch,
Stanislas Smolik.
GEOGRAPHY . . . . . . . i\Iichael Riley,
Benjamin Ling,
John Lynch,
Aloysius Greif,
James -:.IcGushin.
BOOKKEEPI"N G . . . . . . . John Lynch.
George ?11raz,
\ Villiam Frey,
11 ichacl Riley,
Stanislas Smolik.

ALGEBRA

Third .\.cad e nai c .

Div ision B.

GOLD ~h:DAL

awarded to . . . EDWARD KILROY.
Presented by 11R. HEi'iRY TRE:\KA:\!P.

First Prl'/Jil71711

. JOITN S-:.IITII .

.

. HENRY

Secoud Prr111 iu m .
T/zi?·d Prell/ iu Ill

CHMENK.

GEORGE BRE1

.

EDWAR D

Four/ It 1'1·rmium

-
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DTSTlN'CUISIIED l:\:

CIIRISTIA

DOCTRil\'E . . Edward De Gries,
John Zoulek,
Joseph Quinn,
Frank ::.Iacrder.
. John Zonlek,
LATI
Joseph Quinn,
Charles Greif,
Frank J\Iaerder.
E)JGLI. II . . . . . . . . . . John Tracy,
Joseph Quinn,
Charles Greif,
Frank 1-.Iaerder .
. John Zoulek,
ARITH:.l ETIC
Charles Greif,
James Colgan.
A L GEB R A . . . . . . . . . Charles Greif,
John Zoulck,
Joseph Quinn,
Frank 1\Iaerder,
James Colgan .
. John Zoulck,
HISTORY.
J oseph Quinn .
. Charles Greif,
GEOGRAPHY.
J oseph Zybura,
J ohn Zoulek,
Joseph Quinn.
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. John Zoulek,
\Val ter Sch werer.

BOOKKEEPING .

Preacadetuic Class.

GOLD :NlEDAL awarded to. PATRICK 1 KE NEY.
Presented by TIIEODORE A \VEED, M. D .
First Premium .
S rolld Premium .
Tltird Premium .
Fourt!t Premium .
Fzftlt Premium .

. JOHN SROKA.
. HE~RY WOLTERS.
. JAMES COLE.
. JC'LlAN SKO IECZKA.
. FRA IK WALKOWIAK.
DISTl~C:Ul

CHRISTIA

DOCTRI~E

liED

I T:

. . George Flynn,
Hugh McGovern,
Anthony Ciegotura,
• Frank Shepard,
Joseph Brucker,
Frank Schraff.

SACRED HISTORY . . . . . George Flynn,
Hugh McGovern,
Frank Teknipp,
Frank Schraff,
Joseph Brucker.
ENGLISH . . . . . . . . . . George Flynn,
Hugh McGovern,
Cyril Kral,
Frank Schraff,
Joseph Brucker.

T. IG

ATI
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ARITHMETIC
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19oz.

. Frank Schraff,
Frank Teknipp,
George Flynn,
Edward Dempsey,
l~ rank Shepard,
Cyril Kral.
LATIX
. Hugh McGovern,
Anthony Ciegotura,
Cyril Kral,
Jo ·eph Brucker,
Frank Schraff,
Edward Dempsey.
GEOGRAPHY . . . . . . . . George Flynn,
Frank chraff,
Hugh McGovern,
Joseph Brucker,
Frank Teknipp.
PE~ MAX HIP . . . . . . . Hugh McGovern,
George F lynn,
Joseph Brucker,
Frank Schraff.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE.
lh;v. ~l soH. T. P.
'J'noHI'J~. for th e be::;t ~~n gli~<h Ef':Hay, com petec1
for hy th e i:itncl cnts of Hlwtori · mHl Poetry, waK
a\\·arded to .
H B~~R'L' C. Ll.£ BLOXD .

T11E GoLD

[I.:nAL

S f'. rf ll/ J!N il . .

donat(•d by

H.T.

. .JOH ' 'I'. KA \YCZY.Xt)Kl.
RIUHA RD J. LAl\[B.
TliO LA ' P. ~LCLLIGAN.

, 'ltb,jcct:

'· haracter of lJamlet ac('ol'din g to
ShakeRpeare' · Ham let."
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Junior Cont es t in D ec latu a tion.

DECEMBE:R 21,
PRLZE

awarded to

Next in Merit . .

1901.

. ED\VARD BURKE.
. THOMAS KIRBY.

\VII LIAM BRASSELL.
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GERMAN COURSE .
I .iter a tu re .

FIR T CLASS .

Premium . .
Distinguzslzcd

. JOSEPH E. MAERDER.
. Joseph Schlitz,
Charles .\... Zcnkert,
Emil L. Schaider,
Edward C. Kramer.

t

SECOND C L.\ SS.

Premium . .
Disti11guis!ted

. TH0i\1A' O'REILLY.
. John T. Kawczynski,
Thomas F. Kilroy,
Richard J. Lamb,
Mortimer F. Ichling.

•

TlllRD CLASS.

Premium . .
Distinguislzed

. JA 1ES W E1 Z.
. Frank Stuber,
George Koob,
Joseph Taegele,
Erwin \Vachsmann.
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FOURTH CLASS .

First Premium

. JOSEPH BARTELME.

SEcond Premium

FRA JK MAERDER.

Dz'stinguislted .

Alban Preusser,
Joseph Bn:cker,
Edgar Zur1inden.
Granuuar.

FIRST CLASS .

Premium . .

. ED\i\T ARD CONRY.

Distinguished

Raymond Traynor,
Wi11iam Haggerty,
Eugene Nor ton,
James Cummins.
SECOND CLASS .

First Premiu·m

. JOHN CASEY.

Second Premium

. FRANK HOGAN.

Tlzird Premium

. JOH

Distinguislzed .

. Joy Hurd,

MERICKEL.

Charles Dyas,
Edward Cahill,
Albert Lukas,
Frank Minarik,
James Hanley.
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THIRD CLASS .

. MARTIN McCARTHY.
. THOMAS KIRBY.
. PETER F . COX.
eil Collins,
Joseph Quinn,
James Quinn.

First Premium
Second Premium .
Tltird Premium
Distinguisltcd . .

•

.1.

'

FOURTH CLASS.
Divis ion A .

. JUSTii'l CO KEY.
. EDWARD KILROY.
. JOH r BRADY.
. JOH SMITH.
. Stanislas Smolik,
George Mraz,
Joseph Trainor.

First Premium .
Second Premium .
Tltird Premium .
Fourth Premium .
Distinguislzed . .

FOURTH CLAS
Di v ision B.

First Premium .
Second Premium .
Third Premium .
Fourtlt Premiuu'i .
Distinguislted . .

.
.
.
.
.

JOH SROKA.
JAMES COLE.
FRA1 K WALKOWIAK.
ANTHOi'lY CIEGOTURA.
Julian Skonieczka,
Hugh McGovern,
George Flynn,
Charles Boettcher.
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O F LI GH T .' !:-;(; R ECO RD ER .

ST. IG .. A TIUS COLLEGE,

1901- 1902.

The ~1eteorological Observatory.
In reviewing the observatory work of the past year,
we find good reason for more than ordinary satisfaction.
The labor bestowed on investigations along the lines
of meteorological science has been rewarded by a most
gratifying success.
We therefore take pleasure in
offering the following statement, which may be of
some interest to our friends.
I.

THE CERA UN OGR APH (Ligh t nin g Reco r de r ).

There are certain storms which turn up suddenly,
move forward rapidly on very erratic courses, and do
great damage if they happen to bur t upon us unawares. The best known in these parts are the linesquall and the dreaded tornado. The former, according
to Abercromby and other , is associated with the
trough of V-depressions. It may be described as a
long, narrow band of wind and rain sweeping across
the country broadside on, like a wall. The ,-elocity of
the wind is !flUCh greater than the forward motion of
the V-depression and may reach sixty to se,·enty miles
in single gusts . The tornado is too well known, and
hardly calls for a description. These two phenomena
alone, of all meteor ological agencies, are responsible
for nearly thr ee-fourths of all damage to life and property in the U nited States, owing to the violence and
impetuosity of the win d s which accompany them, to
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say nothing of the torrents of rain that occasionally
follow in their wake.
Much of the danger and damage could be avoided if
timely warnings were given of the advancing storm.
Up to date the United tates ·weather Bureau has made
use of the telegraph lines for this purpose, but it is
clear that this means is far from being convenient. It
is both too expensive and too limited. The irregular
course of these storms would call for a great number
of despatches in order to keep the central office posted
regarding their nature and whereabouts, and despatches
cost money. But ignoring for the moment the matter
of expense and considering the question from another
point of view, we may ask: \Vho is lo . end these
despatches, We cannot expect the farmer, observing
the beginnings of such a storm, to drop his hoe and
make a dash for the next telegraph station; nor could
we in all cases take it for granted that what he has seen
is in reality an advancing line-squall, thunderstorm, or
tornado . The professional vVeather Bureau official, on
the other hand, is tied down much of his time with
routine work, often ·w ithin buildings where his command of horizon is very limited. He may therefore be
taken by surprise, and then find that be is cut off from
all communication with the central office. Again, if
the storm advances from the sea or lake , there is little
chance for a timely warning to either seaman, farmer,
or merchant. From all this it is evident that an instrument as independent of time, space, and expensive
machinery as the barometer, th::tt could in some way
sound the atmosphere and report the advance of dangerous storms, is a great desideratum.
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Recent discoveries and inventions have taught us
that these storms manifest themselves by means of the
electric discharges which accompany them, and that
they are able to do this through space at great distances.
In the year r865 'lerk Maxwell suggested the existence
of electro-magnetic radiation emanating from disruptive
discharges of electricity, demonstrating at the same
time mathematically that if they existed their velocity
• in space is the same as that of light. Hertz proved
not only the existence of these waves, but also that
they follow the same laws of interference, reflection,
refraction, and other phenomena of light. Since the
time of Hertz Turner, Lodge and Marconi have developed the '' cohercr,'' an instrument designed to detect
the passage of electro-magnetic waves.
As in all other cases of new discoveries, master-minds
soon set to work with the object of turning this new
force and the '' coherer '' to some practical use. The
first result was its successful application to telegraphy
without wire by Marconi. The fact that disruptive
clischarges like lightning send out these electric ether
waves, naturally led meteorologists to consider this
new force and instrument in connection with electric
storms. Their efforts have met with success, which
leads us to hope that electro·magnetic waves and the
coherer will become in time a very valuable adjunct to
every meteorological and life-saving station.
In 1898 Ducretet, the well-known instrument maker
of Paris, reported to the Academy that electric discharges from distant thunderstorms had been recorded
ince
on a wireless telegraphy plant at his works .
then Boggio Lera, of Catania, Rev. P . J. Schreiber,
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S. J., of the Kalocsa observatory, Lancetta, of Sicily,
and Tomasina, of Italy, have succeeded in getting warnings of distant thunderstorms by means of special
instruments. In this country the only experiments,
to the best of our knowledge, made in this direction
are those undertaken at our obsen·atory . On seeing
the first working model of a wireless telegraphy instrument, and its action under the innuencc of e lectromagnetic waves, the director came to the conclusion.
that it was possible to harness lightning, just as the
wind, temperature, sunshine and pressure have been
harnessed and forced to record their own doings. As
soon, therefore, as he could possess himself of such an
instrument he pressed il into the meteorologica l
service, and from the very beginning with the m ost
encouraging results. On May r, rgor, the first warning was received, and two hours later the thunderstorm
was upon us. After many experiments and with bette r
apparatus, an arrangement was adopted which did
service during the season of r go r.
The various parts of the i_nstrument, all told, were a
relay, a telegraph sounder, a coherer of the tube type,
a choking coil, two batteries, and a recording clrum
copper collector was
similar to the chronograph.
on the roof of the college, and from this a copper wire
led down to the instrument placed in the ob ·ervatory.
The arrangement of the different parts is shown in
Plate I.
The relay of I so ohms was of the ordinary type made
by Bunnell & Co., ew York. It was placed into a
circuit, together with a choking coil and the tube
coherer. In the econdary circuit of this relay were
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placed the sounder and recording magnet, with its
drum. The coherer was fastened to the sounder which
at each click of its lever acted as decoherer. The
battery of the primary circuit consisted of four dry
cells, that of the secondary of two cells. This latter
would not have been strong enough to work both the
decoherer and recorder. But in order to avoid a spark
on the relay, which would. interfere with the coherer, a
sma11 pony-relay was put into the circuit with the
decoherer. This controlled a third battery furnishing
the current for the recording magnets. Beside this,
a condenser was used on the large relay to avoid sparks
of sufficient power to actuate the coherer. The wire
that came down from the collector was spliced to the
main circuit, between the chokmg coil and the coherer.
The collector.is formed by the copper cap of the college
tower, containing about four to five hundred square
feet of metal.
The above gives, in a general way, the arrangement
of the different parts of the instrument as used during
the season of 1901. With it we recorded the fifty-two
storms which passed over Cleveland in that year,
besides getting records of others which passed at a
distance .
The action of the ceraunograph is simple and ea ily
understood by anyone acquainted with an ordinary
telegraph system with relay . Let him but remember
that instead of the key in the primary circuit he has a
coherer. This is a glass tube about two inches long,
with two metal plugs placed into and stopping the
ends. These plugs almost meet in the center, and the
gap is partly, that is, loosely filled up with metal in
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powder form. This coherer, like an open key, offers a
practically infinite resistance to the battery current,
but none whatever to the electro-magnetic waves that
pass through the atmosphere to the collector and d wn
the collector wire.
The succession of events resulting in a record of the
distant flash will be as follows: Lightning, which is a
disruptive discharge of lhe same nature as the one
produced by the oscillator used by Marconi, only much
more powerful, sends out in all directions rays of
electro-magnetic waves, which travel as fast and according to the same laws as does the light of the sun.
Some of these waves strike the copper collector one
hundred and fifty feet above the ground . From there
they descend on the wire and get into the primary
circuit of the relay. Their way is blrckcd in the
direction to the battery by the choking coil, and therefore without any difficulty they pass through the
coherer. In doing so the nature of the coherer is
changed, for in that moment this tube becomes a conductor for the primary current, the relay goes into
action, closes the secondary circuit, the recording
magnet moves the pen and makes the record. But
·while all this is happening the sounder in this same
secondary circuit clicks. shaking the powder of the
coherer, and all is over; the little tube again offers the
high resistance until a second d istant flash sends on
another electric wave.
It seems that. the exceedingly high resistance of a
coherer is to be accounted for by the fact that the
metal fi lings are covered by a very thin film of oxide,
or perhaps some other material not yet recognized
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which docs n ot conduct the voltaic cnrrent; while the
H ertz or electro-magnetic waves break their way
throu <rh this film, jump the gap, and by a kind of
electrolytic action throw bridges of ions from one
particle to another. Over these bridges the primary
current passes, until they a re destroyed by the Yibrations of the decohering sounder.
A s already mentioned, the above combination did
service during the season of 1901. During that time
and up to J anuary 1, 1902, experiments were going on
a nd improvements were made . In consequence the
first electric storm of this year, that of February 28,
was received and recorded by an in strument which is a
great improvement on the former one. The general
plan of the apparatus is much the same as that of the
older form, but in some of the parts radical changes
have been made.
The relay is one of 1 ,ooo ohm s' r esistance, of the
ordinary type used on telegraph lines, and wa made
to order by the Bunnell Company, New York. The
dry battery of high voltage was exchanged for one of
the L alande & Chaperon type, each cell of ·9 volts and
16 amperes. The recording apparatus is one known
to m eteorologists as the two-magnet register. m anufactured by Julien P. Friez, of Baltimore.
A ground wire is also used, but its practicability i.
still in question. The greatest a mount of care was ,
of course, bestowed on the coh erer, and th is h as been
completely revolutionized.
The coherer now in u se is called by the director,
who is the inventor, '' the graphite coherer .'' It is a.
marvel of simplicity, but does its work so thoroughly
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that we have little doubt it will find most general
acceptance for work where the tube coherer is found
either too slow or too expensive.
The following is a description of this new instrument: To a plate of vulcanized rubber are bolted two
binding screws, the nuts below the plate holding the
two ends of the broken primary circuit. The plate is
about 1. 5 x 2 inches and is fastened upon the base of
the decohering sounder so that it projects out from it
along its longer axis. Above the plate the binding
screws clamp two oxidized steel pius near their points,
the glass heads projecting forward beyond the plate
and parallel to each other. Owing to the rubber plate
the primary circuit is open. If a third pin or a piece
of metal were now laid across the two pins clamped by
the binding screws, this circuit would be instantly
closed. The inventor lays a · stick of graphite across
these pins, and the coherer is finished. It form so
high a resistance at this point that the powerful current of six cells is unable to pass through to the relay.
The sensibility of this coherer may be increased by
adding a second, third, and fourth stick of graphite.
Each of these have little paper discs glued to their
ends, to keep them from touching each other or from
sliding off the pins when the click of the decoherer
causes them to vibrate.
There are some peculiarities about this coherer
which are interesting. First, the resistance is not
absolute. With the battery now in use, there is a very
constant current of a few milliamperes passing through
the coherer which cannot be increased by pressure on
the graphite. There is a doubt whether the current
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shown by the galvanometer is of voltaic origin or not.
Then, again, the inventor has found that there is a
great difference in graphite. The one used in our
instrument is what is known to artist· as A. vV. Faber's
" Siberian Leads" for artists' pe ncils (H.
o. )900).
Finally, the graphite seems to become more sensitive
in time, owing perhaps to a change in its molecular or
crystalline structure.
In Fig. r and Plate II. we give a general view of
the whole complex, as now arranged at the observatory.
To the extreme right may be seen the registering
instrument. In the center, on a common base, are the
decohering sounder to the right (the coherer appears
projecting forward between the two wires of the
primary circuit), and the relay to the left. On the
extreme left is the galvanometer placed in the primary
circuit, to indicate whether the circuit is open or
closed, and next to it are the choking coil and lightning
fuse. In the rear of all is the condenser separating the
primary battery to the left from the secondary to the
right.
The following table gives the results obtained . The
first column shows the time of first record, the second
that of first lightning or thunder over Cleveland . All
storms recorded bt:.t not pas ·ing over Cleveland have
been omitted for the sake of brevity.
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l UOl

I

Dat<'.

i\Iay

First RPcord . __A_r_ri_,·e_d_._

3-00 P
2.00 p

2

7
10

12.00 noon

T2

II.OO

June

A

I

, July 27

6.oo P
2.30 p
2. 20

~' irst

Date.

Reco rd.

ArrivNL

1

2<)

Aug. q

P

Xoon

3· so.\
12-30 1'

3· 55 .\
2. 30

I'

9-00 l'

I7

"· 35 J'
3·35 p
2.00 p

4-00 p
~.00

3-00 p

1

2.45 P

5-40 p

2

o.2o

A

3-IO A

l<)

1.00 p

p

20

ro. 15 A

!.00 p

22

12.30 p

12. 30 p

4-05 p

j.OO

ro

6.00 A

7-00 p

II

0

so A

4.00 A

12

0 .45 A

0.45 A

13

12.05 p

I

I.OO

30

p

p

o 20 A

2.05 A

2.~5

4.00 A

A

31

7-15 A

7·'5 A

1

6.25 A

6.25 A

Sept.

!.45 A

9-25 p

20

2.05 A

2.30 A

!0

O.jO .\

2.15 A

21

4-25 p

4-25 p

12

5-30 p

5-30 p

22

7-15 p

7- 15 p

15 . \

2.40 p

J uly r

o.roA

10.00 p

u.ro A

r.oo A

2

8. IS A

p

4

I2.30 p

7-45 p

5-40 p

o.oo p

30

0-30 A

0.50 A

NoY. 13

19

11
IS
26

I

7-00

10-55 A

5-00 p

A

3-55 A

2.25

20

Oct.

2

3

II.

II. I

5 J'
6.30 A

I.j

!2.20

p

5-25 p

.oo A

.00 p

A

2.oo A

12.05

1002
Date.

A-r r_i v_c_d_.
__c·_c_o,_·d_. I - _F_i_rs_t _R

M ~y 2

3

4

6.oo A
4 -00

2.

Ij p

p

Continued

3-I5 A

4

4 - 15

4

IJ.OO

p
p

II-45

A

6

2.00 A

_I/

Date.

May

I

F irst Record .

!2.05 p
Continued
7-00 r\

Continued
3·00

Arri\'ed.

r r.oo P
5-00 p
2.

so.\

7-~5

.A
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The contents of this table and the experience of the
director with his new apparatus lead to some both
practical and scientific conclusions. As regards the
practical use to which the instrument might be put, it
seems clear that the warnings received might with
very little trouble or expense be given to fishing and
pleasure boats, tugs, and yachts- in fact, to all vessels
to which a sudden and violent wind-squall may prove
dangerous.
The reports of the United States life-saving stations
prove only too well that much of the loss of human life on
our inland lakes and seashores is to be ascribed to the
fact that people are apt to be caught unawares by the
dreaded squall, which may turn up at any time, come
from any direction, with all kinds of shifting winds,
and which in fact sometimes turns out to be a tornado
in miniature. Others, if cautioned, would look to their
goods and provide against a great downpour of rain,
overflowing sewers and streets, and many other disagreeable consequences.
Concerning the scientific importance of the apparatus, the director is not as yet ready to venture a
statement, but he hopes that it will throw some light
on the origin and progress of electric storms, the nature
of different forms of lightning, the formation of snow,
and perhaps include a record of auroras.
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THE WEA THE R MAP INDE X AND CAT
ALO GUE .

Met eoro logy bega n its exis tenc e as an exac
t scien ce
from the time whe n syno ptic char ts were cons
truc ted.
The syno ptic char t or wea ther map is
base d on the
obse rvat ions of abou t one hund red and seve
nty stati ons
scat tered over the Unit ed Stat es and Cana
da. The
obse rvati ons, take n at each of thes e stati
ons mor ning
a nd even ing at 8: oo o'clo ck, east ern
time, inclu de
pres sure of the atmo sphe re, the temp erat
ure, the wind
dire ction , the velo city of the wind , and
the amo unt of
prec ipita tion for the prec edin g twel ve
hour s. The
cond ition of the atmo sphe re at the time ,
whe ther clea r
or clou dy, is also give n.
This mate rial is teleg raph ed to the W ashi
ngto n office
in ciph er. All the data are reco rded on
a blan k map
of the Unit ed Stat es. Thro ugh all stati
ons havi ng
equa l temp erat ure a line is draw n, whic
h is calle d an
isoth erm. The y are draw n for ever y
ten degr ees.
The dire ction of the wind is indi cate d
by an arro w
flyin g with the wind , and the circl e thro
ugh whic h it
is laid is eith er clea r or shad ed or blac
k, indi catin g
resp ectiv ely clea r, part ly clou dy, and clou
dy wea ther .
The atmo sphe ric pres sure , redu ced to sea
leve l and
the temp erat ure of thirt y-tw o degr ees,
is also repr esent ed on the map in the sam e way as
the temp erature . Stat ions of equa l pres sure are join
ed by lines
that are calle d isob ars. A syst em of conc
entr ic isob ars
show ing the lowe st pres sure in the cent
er is calle d a
'' Low ,'' whil e the syst em with the high
est pres sure
in the cent er is desi gnat ed as a " Hig h.''
The se centers of high and low baro mete r pres sure
s, as a rule ,
trav erse the Ame rican cont inen t from w est
to east and
from sout h west to nort heas t.
-67 -
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For over thirty years such synoptic charts have been
constructed by the Signal and Weather Service of the
United States. A comparative study of thousands of
these maps has led to some very important generalizations- in fact, to the modern methods of weather-forecasting. The following are some of the deductions
made:
r. That the arrangement of the isobars shows
several well-defined forms, of which the " High" and
the " Low" are the most important.
z. That the wind takes a certain direction relative
to the nearest " Low."
3· That the velocity of the wind is nearly proportional to the closeness of the isobars.
4· That the nature of the weather depends on the
nature of the isobars; " Highs" being associated with
good, " Lows" with bad weather.
Since, therefore, our weather depends on the configuration of isobars and their movement across the
country from west to east, it is at once apparent that
the science of forecasting rests on a knowledge of the
kind of weather associated with a particular constellation of isobars as given on the map, and that the finding of duplicates to a given map is of the very highest
importance. For having found a number of maps
showing similar distribution of pressures, and noting
the sequence of weather common to them, the observer
has a very good basis on which to found his forecast.
But to attempt turning over a few thousand maps in
the hope of finding duplicates of the one in hand,
would be a very tedious process, which might after all
end in disappointment. Various methods of classifying
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and index ing maps accord ing to type have theref ore
devise d. A very intere sting one was carrie d out
by F . H. Brand enbur g, of the Unite d States Weath er
Burea u, and is descri bed by him in a paper read before
the Milwa ukee Conve ntion of W eather Burea u Officia ls,
Augu st z8, 1901. His plan requir ed the sketch ing of
some thirty -six to thirty -seven hundr ed little maps
contai ning the most impor tant featur es of the weath er
maps of the past ten years. These were then arrang ed
accord ing to types and index ed for refere nce.
Anoth er plan has been adopte d by Prof. W. V.
Brown , of DePau w Unive rsity.
He arrang ed the
origin al maps, bringi ng togeth er those bowin g a
simila r distrib ution of " Highs " and " Lows. " He
then index ed them in such a manne r that a map of a
certain type, togeth er with maps simila r to it, or the
map of a given elate could easily be found.
For servic e at our observ atory, the c1 irecto r has
origin ated an index which is much simpl er than the
two just menti oned, and in additi on offers quite a
numb er of very impor tant facilit ies. It is drawn up
in what we might call symbo lical shorth and. We
offer a short descri ption of it, in the hope that it may
prove useful to others who are intere sted in the study
of synop tic charts and weath er types.
As a first step the Unite d States map, as used by the
Weath er Burea u, was eli vided in to sixtee n r~gions
bound ed by straig ht lines, mostly merid ians and
parall els of latitud e. These region s may be design ated
by the follow ing names accord ing to their sequen ce
from r to r6: The Alber ta, Saska tchew an, Bay, N.
Pacific , Monta na, Dakot a. Lake, S . Pacific , Colora do,
be~n
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Missouri, Ohio valley, Mexico, W. Gulf, E. Gulf, S.
Atlantic, N. Atlantic regions.
Next, the weather maps of the last ten years were
translated into a symbolical shorthand formula.
'' Highs '' were indicated by being placed above a
line, and the '' L ows '' under it. The position of each
was given by assuming the number of the region in
which it was found. Thus, ~ ~:~~ means that on the
day against which this formula stands, there was a
" High " in region 9 ~ Colorado, and a nother in region
N. Atlantic; also that a "Low" was found in
16
E.
region 12 = Mexico, and a second in region r 4
G ulf. Each weather map was represented by such a
formula, and these were placed opposite the ir respective dates, thus forming what we might call the
c!trono/ogical catalogue of weather maps r educed to a
formul a, or to shorthand .
Each formula was now writte n on a card together
with the date be longing to it. Duplicates were then
eliminated and their dates transfe rred to one card .
Finally the remaining cards were arranged in the same
way as those of a library card-catalogue, the o - 16
above the line followed by o- r 6 under the line being
treated as an alphabet of thirty-four letters. To make
the whole still more serviceable, the formulas were
inverted on a second set of cards and the whole arranged for itself as a catalogue of '' Lows. '' A certain
constellation might differ in one single " High" only,
and that perhaps of minor import; in this case it could
not be found in the index showing o!lly the "-Highs"
above the line and indexed according to these only.
The advantages derived from this catalogue and index
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are many. We will suggest some of the most important.
1.
With today 's weather map in hand we are able
to learn from the card index whether or not the combination of '' Hig hs '' and '' Lows'' before us has ever
occurred in the last ten years, and if so how often and
on what dates.
2.
The condensing of dates on single cards under
one formula brings out types, and their number gives
an idea of the value of the type, besides showing to
what season it belongs.
3· Having found the dates on which this sam e
arrangement of pressure occurred, we may consult the
catalogue to find out the sequence of phenomena following such a combination. We may take up the original
charts of th ose dates and study the weather conditions
prevailing at that time, and those which followed.
4· Most important of all seems to us to be the investigations of the causes, the perhaps slight differences
in a set of maps which might account for a difference
in the weather following one and the same type of
pressure.
5· The value of this index and the catalogue may
at any time be increased by adding symbols to the
formulas i-n both, which would indicate the value of
other factors that are contained in the map and h ave
influence on the weather conditions.
6. In short, this catalogue and index bring together
at a glance all the material of ten years which may
thr~w light on present weather, and what we may
expect in the next twenty-four hours; it is a great
help to the forecaster and a treasure of positive material to the student of meteorology.
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I

THE HEVELIAN HALO.

On December 6, r9or, the H evelian Halo was observed. This is a very rare phenomenon, and at least
here in Cleveland seems to have been altogether overMany, however, took notice of the more
looked.
common rings a round the s un on that day. As a rule
lay observers see but one circle of p rismatic colors
around the sun and moon. Meteorologists recognize
quite a number, and have, in a way, explained the
causes which produce them . They divide all prismatic
color effects around or near the sun into two classes,
the Coronre and the Halos.
The sun or moon, when covered by those delicate,
fleecy, cirrus clouds are often seen surrounded by rings
of small diameter, radiant in rainbow colors. They
are more easily noticed around the moon, since the
dazzling light of the sun blinds the eye against the
much weaker effect of the surrounding corona.
When the corona is complete it seems to be made up
of several concentric rings, each of a different col or.
The one nearest the sun is blue, the next white, and
the third red. These three form the first series.
There is a second, and in this the order of colors is
purple, blue, pale g reen, pale yellow, and red .
Finally in a third series we observe a faint blue, and
last of all a pale red band. The diameter of all these
color bands varies between 3 and I 2 degrees.
Diffraction of light as it passes through the spaces
between particles of cloud is r ecogni zed as the ca~se
of this phenomena.
H alos are also circles of prismatic colors around the
sun and moon, but they are of much g reater diameter.
- 72-
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Three which are concentric with the sun have been
observed. They are the Halos of 22°, 46°, and 90°
radius .
The Halo of 22° radius is formed by the refraction of
the sun's light by ice crystals floating in the air and
appearing to the eye as cirro-stratus. In order to produce this halo the prisms must have alternate faces
inclined to each other at angles of 6o0 • Red will fall
on the inside of the circle, the other colors, however,
will overlap so much as to cause a nearly white light.
The Halo of 46° requires prisms having angles of
90°. This ring is also red on the inner edge and pale
blue on the outer one.
The Halo of 90°, called the Hevelian Halo, after
Hevelius, its first discoverer, is very rare. It seems
that only three or four observations of this phenomenon were on record before the director of our observatory got probably the first glimpse of it in the twentieth century. This halo shows little color, if any at
all, and has not been satisfactorily explained. One
theory ascribes it to total reflection in triangular ice
prisms. The angle formed by the incident and the
reflected ray is supposed to be about 91 ° 58'.
At times, when halos are formed around the sun,
one may notice a white circle passing out of the sun
r ight and left parallel to the horizon, and closing in
the rear of the observer . This is called the parhelic
circle. As this circle crosses the halos of 22° and 46°,
there will be a concentration of light in those spots,
and t h is gives rise to the parhelia, mock suns, or sundogs, as they a re frequently called.
Finally there are contact arches of variabl e curva-
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ture seen touching the two halos of 22° and 46°, also
vertical columns through the sun.
The reader will now be able to fancy what was seen
on December 6, 1901. It was about r I A. M., eastern
time, when the director, looking up from his work,
espied through an eastern window of the observatory,
what he supposed to be a peculiarly round cirrus cloud.
Note having been taken of the odd form, the affair was
given no further thought.
After some time, however, a second glance discovered this cloud in almost the very same position.
This aroused suspicion. A more accurate survey
shbwed that the globular mass had two horns, and
must in all probability be a fragment of halo. The
director now made a precipitate ascent to the roof of
the observatory, and there a spectacle met his astonished gaze, which will no doubt remain unique in his
life. We give an inventory of all that was seen, but
a description is beyond our power. We can only say
that it was a collection of colored circles , arcs, mock
suns, and that it had never been seen before.
There was the Halo of 22°,
The Halo of 46° in fragments,
The parhelic circle,
Two mock suns right and left of the sun on the Halo
of 22°.
Two mock suns on the fragments of the H alo of 46° ,
the eastern one of which had led to the discovery of
the whole complex,
The tangent arc to the above circle,
The crossbars vertically and horizontally through
the sun to the circle of 22°.
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And finally the magnificent arch, formed by about
one-half of the great Hevelian Halo of 90° . This
seemed to rest with its two ends on banks of smoke
and haze east and west of the city. It was white, and
seemed to be pulsating like a thing endowed with life.
A bank of clouds soon covered the whole; but there
was time enough to take hasty theodolite observations
in order to settle the radius of the different circles.
The most brilliant in colors was the fragment of the
Halo of 46° and its contact arc, which were seen very
nearly in the zenith.
The weather on that day was generally fair. Light
cirrus and cirro-stratus passed with considerable spe~d
before the sun. The next day brought high winds.
On the ninth we had a dense fog and heavy rain in the
evening.
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